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Alcohol and Substance Abuse
Complex persistent benzodiazepine dependence – when benzodiazepine deprescribing goies
awry
Peng L et al
JAMA Psychiatry complex persistent

Chronic use of cannabis may impair sensory error processing in the cerebellum through
endocannabinoid dysregulation
Amil F et al
Addictive Behaviors Vol 131 (Aug) chronic use

Alcohol related consequences and the intention to seek care in treatment naïve women and
men with severe alcohol use disorder
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Conner K et al
Addictive Behaviors Vol 131 (Aug) alcohol related consequences

Treatment options and shared decision making in the treatment of opioid use disorder: a
scoping review
Marshall T et al
Journal of Substance Abuse Treatment 135 (Apr) treatment options

Association of drug cues and craving with drug use and relapse: a systematic review and
meta-analysis
Vafaie N, Kober H
JAMA Psychiatry association of drug cues

Autism
Odor identification impairment in autism spectrum disorder might be associated with
mitochondrial dysfunction
Yang R et al
Asian Journal of Psychiatry 72 (Jun) odor identification

Exploring social emotion processing in autism: evaluating the reading the mind in the eyes
test using network analysis
Gau S et al
BMC Psychiatry 22 (1) 161-173

The diagnosis and management of autism spectrum disorder (ASD) in adult females in the
presence or absence of an intellectual disability
Zaman T et al
International Journal of Environmental Research & Public Health 19(3) diagnosis

The role of acceptance in the transition to adulthood: a multi-informant comparison of
practitioners, families and youth with autism
Lee G et al
Journal of Autism and Developmental Disorders 52 (4) 1444-1457

Parent-implemented positive behavior support strategies for young children on the autism
spectrum: a pilot investigation
Hampton L et al
Journal of Speech, Language and Hearing Research 65 (5) 1921-1938

Clinical profiles of black and white children referred for autism diagnosis
Fombonne E et al
Journal of Autism and Developmental Disorders 52 (3) 1120-1130

A randomized trial of direct instruction language for learning in children with autism spectrum
disorder
Scahill L et al
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Journal of the American Academy of Child & Adolescent Psychiatry 61 (6) 772-781

Bereavement and grief
Cultural differences in views of death during Covid-19
Dangwa F et al
British Journal of Nursing 31 (9) 468

Fear of death and death acceptance among bereaved adults: associations with prolonged
grief
Gegiockaite G et al
Journal of Death and Dying 84 (3) 884-898

Associations of dimensions of anger with distress following traumatic bereavement
Lenferink L et al
Psychological Trauma: theory, research, practice and policy online first May 2022

The course of symptoms in the first 27 months following bereavement: a latent trajectory
analysis of prolonged grief, posttraumatic stress and depression
Djelantik A et al
Psychiatry Research Vol 311 the course of symptoms

Music as consolation: the importance of music at farewells and mourning
Thyren D et al
Journal of Death and Dying 85 (1) 155-177

Child and Adolescent Issues
Real-world experience of using combinatorial pharmacogenomics test in children and
adolescents with depression and anxiety
Dagar A et al
Journal of Psychiatric Research Vol 146 (Feb) 83-86

Psychodynamic child and adolescent psychiatry and the future of our field
Shapiro M
Journal of the American Academy of Child & Adolescent Psychiatry 61 (6) 739-741

Editorial: Persistent tics, behavior therapy and the tincture of time
Coffey B
Journal of the American Academy of Child & Adolescent Psychiatry 61 (6) 745-746

Covid-19
Strengthening public mental health during and after the acute phase of the COVID-19
pandemic
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Lola Kola et al
Lancet 399 (10338) 1851-1852

Covid-19 outbreak management in a mental healthcare setting
Aziz A
British Journal of Nursing 31 (9) 470-476

Antidepressants for Covid-19: a systematic review
Zheng W et al
Journal of Affective Disorders Vol 307 (Jun) 108-114

Dementia and Alzheimer’s Disease
Physician-assisted death for patients with dementia
Van Veen S et al
JAMA Psychiatry epub physician assisted death

Systematic evaluation of the associations between mental disorders and dementia: an
umbrella review of systematic reviews and meta-analyses
Zhao Q et al
Journal of Affective Disorders Vol 307 (Jun) 301-309

Effectiveness of multicomponent exercise interventions in older adults with dementia: a metaanalysis
Silva N et al
The Gerontologist 61 (8) e449-e462
Alzheimer’s Disease assessments optimized for diagnostic accuracy and administration time
Mccombe N et al
Journal of Translational Engineering in Health and Medicine Vol 10 Alzheimers disease

Depression
Which of the Cornell Scale for Depression in Dementia or the Geriatric Depression Scale is
more useful to screen for depression in older adults?
Park S
Asian Journal of Psychiatry 72 (Jun) depression in older adults

The structure of the symptoms of major depression: Factor analysis of a lifetime worse
episode of depressive symptoms in a large general population sample
Van Loo H et al
Journal of Affective Disorders Vol 307 (Jun) 115-124

The influence of diagnosed mental health conditions and symptoms of depression and/or
anxiety on suicide ideation, plan and attempt among college students: findings from the
Healthy Minds Study 2018-2019
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Casey S et al
Journal of Affective Disorder Vol 298(Pt A) 464-471

Predictive utility of symptom measures in classifying anxiety and depression: a machinelearning approach
Liu K et al
Psychiatry Research Vol 312 predictive utility

Disorders
Global research on Obsessive Compulsive Disorder and related disorders: a scientometric
assessment of global research during 2002-2021
Grober S and Gupta B
Asian Journal of Psychiatry 72 (Jun) global research

Set-shifting-related basal ganglia deformation as a novel familial marker of obsessivecompulsive-disorder
Masanori I et al
BJPsych 220 (6) 314-317

Distinguishing PTSD, complex PTSD and borderline personality disorder using exploratory
structural equation modelling in a trauma-exposed urban sample
Powers A et al
Journal of Anxiety Disorders Vol 88 (May) distinguishing PTSD

Posttraumatic stress disorder symptom severity and functional impairment in the education
domain
Takarangi M et al
Journal of Anxiety Disorders Vol 88 (May) posttraumatic stress disorder

Internet delivered guided cognitive behavioral self-help for panic disorder: an open rial and
benchmarking study
Strauss A et al
Journal of Behavioral & Cognitive Therapy 32 (1) 73-83

Eating Disorders
Pediatric avoidant-restrictive food intake disorder and gastrointestinal-related somatic
symptom disorders: overlap in clinical presentation
Boerner K et al
Clinical Child Psychology and Psychiatry 27 (2) 385-398

Interpersonal, affective and compulsive features of driven exercise in anorexia nervosa
Kolar D et al
Journal of Affective Disorders Vol 307 (Jun) 53-61
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The complicated relationship between dieting, dietary restraint, caloric restriction and eating
disorders: Is a shift in public health messaging warranted?
Stewart T et al
International Journal of Environmental Research and Public Health 19 (1) complicated

Eating disorder day programs: is there a best format?
Ferraro I et al
Nutrients 14 (4) eating disorder

Treatment of compulsive exercise in eating disorders and muscle dysmorphia: a systematic
review and meta-analysis
Martenstyn J et al
Clinical Psychology, Science and Practice 29 (2) 143-161

Intellectual Disabilities
Maternal acceptance-rejection, self-compassion and empathy in mothers of children with
intellectual and developmental disabilities
Nemati S et al
International Journal of Developmental Disabilities 68 (2) 102-106
“This is about my health”: partnering with patients and families to share knowledge and tools
about Healthcare Communication for adults with intellectual and developmental disabilities
Jiwa M et al
Yona Healthcare Quarterly Vol 24 pp98-104

Special issue: Pain in children with intellectual and developmental disabilities
Burkitt C et al
Paediatric and Neonatal Pain 4 (1) 1-2

Improving pain-related communication in children with autism spectrum disorder and
intellectual disability
Fitzpatrick E et al
Paediatric and Neonatal Pain 4 (1) 22-32

Social reactions to disclosure of sexual violence in female adults with mild to moderate
intellectual disabilities: a qualitative analysis of four cases
Weber G et al
International journal of developmental disabilities 68 (2) 136-146

Promoting physical activity through exergaming in young adults with intellectual disabilities:
a pilot study
Ryuth Y et al
International journal of developmental disabilities 68 (2) 227-233
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LGBTQIA+
Suicide among LGBTQIA+ youth: a review of the treatment literature
Russon J et al
Aggression and Violent Behavior Vol 64 (May) suicide

A safe bet? Transgender and gender diverse experiences with inclusive therapists
Snow A et al
American Journal of Orthopsychiatry 92 (2) 154-158

Mental health provider training to improve LGBTQ competence and reduce implicit and
explicit bias: a randomised controlled trial of online and in-person delivery
Clark K et al
Psychology of Sexual Orientation and Gender Diversity online first mental health provider

Association between pre-treatment IQ and educational achievement after gender-affirming
treatment including puberty suppression in transgender adolescents
Arnoldussen M et al
Clinical Child Psychology and Psychiatry epub association between pre-treatment IQ

Optimizing outpatient treatment outcomes among methamphetamine-using gay and bisexual
men through a computerized depression intervention
Fletcher J, Reback C
Journal of Substance Abuse Treatment 136 (May) optimizing outpatient treatment

Mental Health and Physical Activity
Daily park use, physical activity and psyxhological stress: a study using smartphone-based
ecological momentary assessment amongst a multi-ethnic Asian cohort
Park S et al
Mental Health and Physical Activity Vol 22 (Mar) daily park use

Mindfulness/Wellbeing
Systematic review of mindfulness-based cognitive therapy and mindfulness-based stress
reduction via group videoconferencing: feasibility, acceptability, safety and efficacy
Moulton-Perkins A et al
Journal of Psychotherapy Integration 32 (1) 110-130

Mindfulness moderates the associations between perceived discrimination and cyber
aggression among emerging adults with early left-behind experience: a longitudinal study
Wang W et al
Psychology Research and Behavior Management Vol 15 pp 801-809

Nonreligious spirituality, mental health and well-being
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Zhang H et al
Spirituality in Clinical Practice 9 (1) 60-71

Miscellaneous
‘It’s not you, it’s us’: the relevance of mental health team psychodynamics to the cae of
indivituals with complex emotional needs
Haslam B et al
British Journal of Mental Health Nursing 11 (2) its not you

Professional
None this month
Schizophrenia
Emotional memory for facial expressions in schizophrenia spectrum disorders: the role of
encoding method
Courtenay K et al
Journal of Psychiatric Research Vol 146 (Feb) 43-49

Modifying a cognitive behavioral suicide prevention treatment for adults with schizophrenia
spectrum disorders in community mental health
Bornheimer L et al
Psychiatry Research Vol 311 (May) modifying

The transition from adolescence to adulthood in patients with schizophrenia: challenges,
opportunities and recommendations
Arango C et al
European Neuropsychopharmacology Vol 59 (June) 45-55

Perceived burdens and educational needs of caregivers of people with schi\ophrenia: results
of a national survey study
Citrome L et al
Patient Preference and Adherence Vol 16 (Jan) 159-168

Self-harm and Suicide
Staff and service users’ experiences of the self-harm pathway on an acute inpatient ward
Parker B et al
British Journal of Mental Health Nursing 11 (2) staff and service users
Suicidal behaviour: What’s the brain up to?
Individuals with suicidal behaviours are increasingly recognized as having impairments in brain
metabolism. However, these are not well delineated. Aim: To evaluate regional cerebral glucose
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metabolism (rCMglu) in subjects with suicidal behaviours and assess differences in rCMglu between
depressed and non-depressed suicidal subjects
Parker S et al
Journal of Psychiatric Research Vol 146 (Feb) 210-218

Suicide risk among hospitalized versus discharged deliberate self-harm patients: generslized
random forest analysis using a large claims data set
Bhat S et al
American Journal of Preventive Medicine 62 (4) 558-566

Suicide and self-harm
Suicide and self-harm are major health and societal issues worldwide, but the greatest burden of
both behaviours occurs in low-income and middle-income countries. Although rates of suicide are
higher in male than in female individuals, self-harm is more common in female individuals. Rather
than having a single cause, suicide and self-harm are the result of a complex interplay of several
factors that occur throughout the life course, and vary by gender, age, ethnicity, and geography.
Several clinical and public health interventions show promise, although our understanding of their
effectiveness has largely originated from high-income countries. Attempting to predict suicide is
unlikely to be helpful. Intervention and prevention must include both a clinical and community
focus, and every health professional has a crucial part to play.
Knipe D et al
Lancet 399 (10338) 1903-1916

Sleep health/Disorders
Nighttime coping response in children: development and validation of a new scale
Fernandez-Martinez I et al
Journal of Anxiety Disorders Vol 88 (May) nighttime coping response

Concurrent and prospective links between sleep disturbance and repetitive negative thinking:
specificity and effects of cognitive behavior therapy for insomnia
Cox R, Olatunju B
Journal of Behavioral & Cognitive Therapy 32 (1) 57-66

Sexsomnia can be triggered by sleep-related head jerks
Buskova J et al
Sleep Medicine 92 (Apr) 12-14

Turning off the siren of the night: botulinum toxin for the treatment of nocturnal groaning. A
case series
Tereshko Y et al
Sleep Medicine 92 (Apr) 15-18

Psychometric properties of the Insomnia Severity Index for people with chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease
Jun J et al
Sleep Medicine 95 (July) 120-125
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Therapies/OT in mental health
A pragmatic preference trial of therapeutic yoga as an adjunct to group cognitive behaviour
therapy versus group CBT alone for depression and anxiety
O’Shea M et al
Journal of Affective Disorders Vol 307 (Jun) 1-10

Exposure violation during exposure therapy: a pilot randomized controlled trial
Bucholz J et al
Journal of Behavioral & Cognitive Therapy 32 (1) 13-24

Changes in affect, physical activity, physical health and sleep in cognitive behavioral
therapy for anxiety: a pilot study
Brown L et al
Journal of Behavioral & Cognitive Therapy 32 (1) 45-56
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